WARNING: TO PREVENT FIRE OR SHOCK HAZARD, DO NOT EXPOSE THE CONTROL CHASSIS TO RAIN OR MOISTURE.
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INTRODUCTION

The Heathkit Model HD-1481 Remote Coax Switch, which will operate efficiently from 1.8 to 54 MHz, is a tower- or mast-mounted RF coaxial switch that you can conveniently control from inside your house.

An advantage of this remotely controlled coax switch is that you only need one feedline to operate up to four antennas. With a manual coax switch, on the other hand, you would need one feedline for each of your antennas.

The Remote Coax Switch consists of two units – an outdoor switching network, called “the remote unit,” and an indoor control unit. These two units are interconnected by a single length of coaxial cable, thereby eliminating the need for any multi-conductor control cable.

The remote unit is rain tight and contains the RF switches that allow you to select the desired antenna. You can mount the remote unit with a single clamp. The remote chassis extends over the connector area to provide weather protection.

The control unit contains the power supply and provides the switching voltages to the remote unit. A front-panel-mounted switch selects the desired antenna.

This simple and ruggedly designed Remote Coax Switch will give you years of convenient, trouble-free operation.
ASSEMBLY NOTES

TOOLS
You will need these tools to assemble your kit.

PLIERS  LONG-NOSE PLIERS  DIAGONAL CUTTERS  WIRE STRIPPERS  1/8" & 1/4"-BLADE SCREWDRIVERS  PHILLIPS SCREWDRIVER

OTHER HELPFUL TOOLS

DESOLDERING BULB*  DESOLDERING BRAID*  NUT DRIVERS

NUT STARTER (May Be Supplied With Kit)

*To Remove Solder From Circuit Connections.

ASSEMBLY

1. Follow the instructions carefully. Read the entire step before you perform each operation.

2. The illustrations in the Manual are called Pictorials and Details. Pictorials show the overall operation for a group of assembly steps; Details generally illustrate a single step. When you are directed to refer to a certain Pictorial “for the following steps,” continue using that Pictorial until you are referred to another Pictorial for another group of steps.

3. Most kits use a separate “Illustration Booklet” that contains illustrations (Pictorials, Details, etc.) that are too large for the Assembly Manual. Keep the “Illustration Booklet” with the Assembly Manual. The illustrations in it are arranged in Pictorial number sequence.

4. Position all parts as shown in the Pictorials.

5. Solder a part or a group of parts only when you are instructed to do so.
6. Each circuit part in an electronic kit has its own component number (R2, C4, etc.). Use these numbers when you want to identify the same part in the various sections of the Manual. These numbers, which are especially useful if a part has to be replaced, appear:

   — In the Parts List,
   — At the beginning of each step where a component is installed,
   — In some illustrations,
   — In Troubleshooting Charts,
   — In the Schematic,
   — In the sections at the rear of the Manual.

7. When you are instructed to cut something to a particular length, use the scales (rulers) provided at the bottom of the Manual pages.

**SAFETY WARNING:** Avoid eye injury when you cut off excessive lead lengths. Hold the leads so they cannot fly toward your eyes.

**SOLDERING**

Soldering is one of the most important operations you will perform while assembling your kit. A good solder connection will form an electrical connection between two parts, such as a component lead and a circuit board foil. A bad solder connection could prevent an otherwise well-assembled kit from operating properly.

It is easy to make a good solder connection if you follow a few simple rules:

1. Use the right type of soldering iron. A 22 to 25-watt pencil soldering iron with a 1/8" or 3/16" chisel or pyramid tip works best.

2. Keep the soldering iron tip clean. Wipe it often on a wet sponge or cloth; then apply solder to the tip to give the entire tip a wet look. This process is called tinning, and it will protect the tip and enable you to make good connections. When solder tends to “ball” or does not stick to the tip, the tip needs to be cleaned and retinned.

**NOTE:** Always use rosin core, radio-type solder (60:40 tin-lead content) for all of the soldering in this kit. This is the type we have supplied with the parts. The Warranty will be void and we will not service any kit in which acid core solder or paste has been used.
# PARTS LIST

Check each part against the following list. Return any part that is packed in an individual envelope back to the envelope after you identify it. Keep these parts in the envelopes until they are called for in an assembly step. Do NOT throw away any packing material until you have accounted for all the parts. The key numbers correspond to the numbers on the Parts Pictorial (Illustration Booklet, Pages 1 and 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KEY HEATH No.</th>
<th>HEATH Part No.</th>
<th>QTY.</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>CIRCUIT Comp. No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

## RESISTORS

### 1/2-Watt

NOTE: The following resistors have a 5% tolerance (gold fourth band).

| A1 | 1-37 | 1 | 2.2 MΩ (red-red-gm-silver) | R101 |
| A1 | 6-182 | 1 | 1800 Ω (bm-gry-red) | R102 |
| A1 | 6-155 | 4 | 1.5 MΩ (bm-gm-grn) | R1, R2, R4, R5 |

### Other Resistor

| A2 | 3-15-5 | 1 | 75 Ω, 5-watt, 10% wire-wound | R103 |

## CAPACITORS

### Ceramic

| B1 | 21-803 | 2 | 25 pF | C3, C5 |
| B1 | 21-71 | 2 | 0.001 μF | C104, C105 |
| B1 | 21-821 | 3 | 4700pF | C101, C102, C103 |

| B1 | 21-16 | 1 | 0.1 μF | C2 |
| B1 | 21-38 | 3 | 0.02 μF | C1, C106, C107 |

### Electrolytic

| B2 | 25-882 | 2 | 22 μF | C4, C6 |

## DIODES-LED

| C1 | 57-27 | 4 | 1N2071 diode |
| C2 | 412-633 | 1 | Light-emitting diode (LED) |

## OTHER ELECTRONIC PARTS

| D1 | 45-6 | 1 | 8.48 μH RF choke |
| D2 | 45-4 | 2 | 1 mH RF choke |
| D3 | 54-1031 | 1 | Power transformer |
| D4 | 60-2 | 1 | Slide switch |
| D5 | 63-1398 | 1 | Rotary switch |
| D6 | 69-65 | 2 | Relay |
| D7 | 421-26 | 1 | 1/8 ampere slow-blow fuse |

## INSULATORS

| E1 | 75-52 | 1 | Slide switch insulator |
| E2 | 75-182 | 1 | Strain relief |
| E3 | 75-743 | 1 | Insulating paper |

## TERMINAL STRIPS

| F1 | 431-81 | 1 | 6-lug terminal strip w/two mtg. feet |
| F2 | 431-86 | 1 | 6-lug terminal strip w/one mtg. foot |
| F3 | 431-609 | 1 | 5-lug terminal strip |
### HARDWARE

NOTE: Hardware packets are marked to show the size of the hardware they contain (HDW #4 or HDW #6, etc.). You may have to open more than one packet to locate all of the hardware of one size (#6, for example).

#### #4 Hardware
- **G1** 250-1412  8  4-40 x 3/8" screw
- **G2** 252-2  8  4-40 nut
- **G3** 254-9  8  #4 lockwasher

#### #6 Hardware
- **G4** 250-28  1  6-32 x 1/4" setscrew
- **G5** 250-1325  2  6-32 x 1/4" screw
- **G6** 250-1280  6  6-32 x 3/8" screw
- **G7** 250-1432  14  #6 x 3/8" sheet metal screw
- **G8** 252-3  6  6-32 nut
- **G9** 254-1  9  #6 lockwasher
- **G10** 259-1  1  #6 solder lug

#### Other Hardware
- **G11** 252-57  2  1/4-20 nut
- **G12** 253-10  1  Control flat washer
- **G13** 305-128  1  Set of parts consisting of:
  - **G14** 1  U-bolt
  - **G15** 2  U-bolt nut
  - **G16** 1  U-bolt outer plate
  - **G17** 1  U-bolt inner plate
  - **G17** 2  Plastic end caps (not used)

### WIRE-SLEEVING-TUBING
- **89-22**  1  Line cord
- **344-125**  6"  Black wire
- **344-53**  12"  Orange solid wire
- **344-126**  6"  Orange stranded wire
- **344-219**  6"  White wire
- **346-1**  5"  Black sleeving
- **346-60**  1  Tubing (1-1/2")

### CONNECTORS
- **H1** 432-866  3  Spring connector
  (1 extra supplied)
- **H2** 432-1030  1  2-pin socket shell
- **H3** 436-5  2  Coaxial jack
- **H4** 436-52  5  Coaxial jack with hardware

### METAL PARTS
- **J1** 90-1293-1  1  Cabinet top
- **J2** 200-1472-1  1  Control chassis
- **J3** 200-1562  1  Remote chassis
- **J4** 204-2772  1  Switch bracket

### MISCELLANEOUS
- **85-2958-1**  1  Circuit board
- **K1** 214-247  1  Plastic housing
- **K2** 261-29  4  Plastic foot
- **K3** 350-11  1  Silicone cement
- **K4** 390-1023  1  Label set*
- **K5** 390-1255  1  Fuse replacement label*
- **K6**  1  Blue and white label*
- **K7** 440-23  3  Protective cap
- **K8** 462-1130  1  Knob
- **K9** 490-5  1  Nut starter
- **K9** 597-260  1  Parts Order Form*
- **K9** 597-2771  1  Connector Installation Chart
- **K9**  1  Assembly Manual (see Page 1 for the part number)

*S These items may be packed inside this Manual.*
STEP-BY-STEP ASSEMBLY

CIRCUIT BOARD

Refer to Pictorial 1-1 (Illustration Booklet, Page 2) as you read the following notes and steps.

In the following steps, you will be given detailed instructions on how to install and solder the first part on the circuit board. Read and perform each step carefully. Then use the same procedure whenever you install parts on the circuit board.

( ) Position the circuit board as shown in the pictorial with the lettered component side up. Always install components on the component side of the circuit board, and solder the leads to the foil on the other side unless a step specifically directs you otherwise.

( ) R1: Hold a 1.5 MΩ (brn-grn-grn) resistor as shown and bend the leads straight down with long-nose pliers to fit the hole spacing on the circuit board.

( ) Start the leads into the holes at the resistor’s location at the top of the circuit board. The end with the color bands may be positioned either way. NOTE: Resistors are identified by the following outline:

( ) Press the resistor against the circuit board. Then bend the leads outward slightly to hold it in place.

( ) Solder the resistor leads to the circuit board as follows:

1. Push the soldering iron tip against both the lead and the circuit board foil. Heat both for two or three seconds.

2. Then apply solder to the other side of the connection. IMPORTANT: Let the heated lead and the circuit board foil melt the solder.

3. As the solder begins to melt, allow it to flow around the connection. Then remove the solder and the iron and let the connection cool.

( ) Cut off the excess lead lengths close to the connection. WARNING: Clip the leads so the ends will not fly toward your eyes.

( ) Check each connection. Compare it to the illustrations on Page 11. After you have checked the solder connections, proceed with the assembly on Page 12. Use the same soldering procedure for each connection.
Start at the top of the circuit board and install the following components. NOTE: Make sure you installed resistor R1 in an earlier step.

( ) R2: 1.5 MΩ (brn-grn-grn) resistor.

NOTE: In some of the following steps you will install diodes. Whenever you install a diode, always match the banded end of the diode with the band mark on the circuit board. The circuit will not work properly if the diode is installed backwards.

![Diode Marking Diagram]

CAUTION: ALWAYS POSITION THE BANDED END OF A DIODE AS SHOWN ON THE CIRCUIT BOARD.

( ) D2: 1N2071 diode (#57-27). NOTE: Diodes are identified on the circuit board by the following outline:

![Diode Outline]

( ) D1: 1N2071 diode (#57-27).

( ) R5: 1.5 MΩ (brn-grn-grn) resistor.

( ) R4: 1.5 MΩ (brn-grn-grn) resistor.

( ) Solder the leads to the foil and cut off the excess lead lengths.

NOTE: Before you install an electrolytic capacitor, look at it and identify the leads. One lead will have either a negative (−) mark or a positive (+) mark near it on the side of the capacitor. (The marking for a negative lead may look like an oblong bar, sometimes with a circle around it, inside an arrow.) . . . Be sure to install the negative lead in the negative-marked hole, and the positive lead in the positive-marked hole.

![Capacitor Marking Diagram]

NOTE: Electrolytic capacitors are identified on the circuit board by the following outline:

( ) C6: 22 µF electrolytic capacitor.

( ) C4: 22 µF electrolytic capacitor.

NOTE: In some of the following steps you will install disc-type ceramic capacitors. When you install these ceramic capacitors, do not push the insulated portion of the leads into the circuit board holes. Otherwise, this could make it difficult to solder the leads to the foil.

![Ceramic Capacitor Diagram]

( ) C2: .01 µF ceramic capacitor.
( ) L1: 1 mH RF choke (#45-4). NOTE: Make sure you bend each of the two leads toward the slot in the form. Otherwise, you may break the fine wire that is used to wind the choke.

( ) C5: 25 pF ceramic capacitor.

( ) C3: 25 pF ceramic capacitor.

( ) C1: .02 µF ceramic capacitor.

( ) Solder the leads to the foil and cut off the excess lead lengths.

( ) Check the lugs of each of the two relays (#69-85) to make sure they are straight.

( ) RY1: Install one of the relays at RY1. Be sure the relay is all the way down against the circuit board. Then solder the relay lugs to the foil.

( ) RY2: Similarly, install the remaining relay at RY2.

**CIRCUIT BOARD CHECKOUT**

Carefully inspect the foil side of the circuit board for the following most-commonly-made errors:

( ) Unsoldered connections.

( ) Poor solder connections.

( ) Solder bridges between foil patterns.

( ) Protruding leads which could touch together when this circuit board is installed later.

Refer to the illustrations where parts were installed as you make the following visual checks:

( ) Check diodes for proper installation (correct position of the banded end).

( ) Check electrolytic capacitors for the correct position of the plus (+) or minus (−) marked lead.
REMOTE UNIT

Refer to Pictorial 1-2 for the following steps.

( ) Position the remote chassis as shown in the Pictorial.

CAUTION: When you trim the ground lug of each of the coaxial jacks, be careful so you do not bend it, as it may easily break. Also, clip off the excess metal from the lug so it does not fly toward your eyes.

( ) Using diagonal cutters, trim the ground lug of one of the coaxial jacks (#436-52) as shown in the inset drawing on Pictorial 1-2. Then, from the non-lettered side of the circuit board, temporarily install the jack in one of the five jack locations. Make sure the jack is fully seated against the circuit board; then remove it from the circuit board and set it aside temporarily.

( ) Similarly, trim the ground lug of each of the four remaining coaxial jacks. Be sure that all the jacks fit properly in the circuit board before you set them aside.

( ) J1: Install one of the prepared coaxial jacks at J1 on the remote chassis. Use the hardware supplied with the jack. Use your fingers only to tighten the hardware. NOTE: You will tighten the hardware securely later.

( ) J2, J3, J4, J5: Similarly, install the remaining four coaxial jacks in the remote chassis.

( ) Position the circuit board assembly over the remote chassis as shown in the Pictorial. Line up the lugs of each coaxial jack with the corresponding circuit board holes, and lower the circuit board assembly onto the lugs. Carefully push the circuit board down so it is fully seated against the five coaxial jacks. Then solder both lugs of each of the five jacks to the circuit board foil.

( ) Set the remote chassis aside until it is called for in a step.
CONTROL UNIT

Refer to Pictorial 2-1 (Illustration Booklet, Page 3) for the following steps.

( ) Refer to Detail 2-1A and temporarily position the control chassis bottom side up as shown. Then carefully peel the backing paper from each of the four plastic feet and press them into place near each corner of the chassis. Be careful that you do not cover up any holes in the chassis.

( ) Carefully peel the backing paper from the blue and white label. Then press the label onto the bottom of the chassis in the area shown in Detail 2-1A. Be sure to refer to the numbers on the label in any communications you have with the Heath Company about this kit.

( ) Reposition the control chassis bottom side down as shown in Pictorial 2-1.

( ) Use sandpaper or a knife to scrape any excess paint away from the areas shown in the Pictorial. The hardware you will mount at these locations requires a good contact with the metal chassis.

NOTE: Use the plastic nut starter supplied with this kit to hold and start 4-40 and 6-32 nuts on screws.

( ) Mount a #6 solder lug at A on the control chassis. Use a 6-32 × 3/8" screw and a 6-32 nut. Be sure to position the solder lug as shown.

NOTE: Only the screw size is called out in the following steps. When a step calls for "6-32 × 3/8" hardware," for example, it means that you should use a 6-32 × 3/8" screw, one or more #6 lockwashers, and a 6-32 nut. The Pictorial referred to in the step shows the proper number and use of the lockwashers.

( ) J102: Mount a coaxial jack onto the inside of the rear panel at J102. Use 4-40 × 3/8" hardware.

( ) J101: Similarly, mount the remaining coaxial jack onto the inside of the rear panel at J101.
D101: Refer to Detail 2-1B and use the following procedure to mount the light-emitting diode (LED, #412-633) onto the front of the control chassis at D101:

1. Position the insulating paper as shown. Note that the hole is closer to one side of the insulating paper than it is to the other.

2. Carefully peel the backing paper from the insulating paper. Position the insulating paper and the LED as shown; then push the LED leads all the way into the hole. Note that the LED has a short lead and a long lead.

3. Start the LED into hole D101 in the front of the control chassis so the side of the paper that is closest to the hole is toward the bottom of the chassis and the long lead of the LED is toward the mounting hole for switch SW102. Then press the insulation paper onto the inside of the front panel.

4. Cut each LED lead to 3/8".

---

SW101: Mount the switch bracket with slide switch at E. Use two #6 × 3/8" sheet metal screws.

---

Move the switch lever back and forth to make sure it moves freely. If it does not, remove the bracket from the chassis, loosen the two 6-32 × 1/4" screws, and reposition the switch as necessary. Then remount the switch.
( ) Turn the shaft of the rotary switch fully counterclockwise.

( ) Refer to Detail 2-1C and use the following procedure to prepare the rotary switch (#63-1398):

1. Using diagonal cutters, cut about 1/32" off the locating tab on the switch.

2. Remove the hardware from the switch bushing. NOTE: To remove the metal ring, hold the switch with the shaft down; the metal ring will fall off of the bushing.

3. Notice that the numbers 2 through 11 are imprinted on the front of the switch as shown in the Detail. Place the metal ring on the switch bushing, making sure the tab of the metal ring enters the small hole closest to the number 4.

( ) SW102: Mount the rotary switch onto the front of the control chassis at SW102. Use the hardware supplied with the switch and a control flat washer to secure it. Position the switch so the flat of the switch shaft is parallel with the bottom edge of the front panel as shown in the inset drawing on Pictorial 2-1. Then tighten the hardware. Do not overtighten.

( ) Start a 6-32 × 1/4" setscrew into the knob.

( ) Push the knob onto the shaft of switch SW102. Then line up the knob pointer with the “1” on the front panel and tighten the setscrew (against the flat on the shaft).

( ) Mount the 5-lug terminal strip at B on the control chassis. Use 6-32 × 3/8" hardware. Be sure to position the terminal strip as shown.

( ) Loosely mount the indicated end of the 6-lug terminal strip (with two mounting feet) at C on the control chassis. Be sure to position the terminal strip as shown. NOTE: You will mount the other end of this terminal strip later.

( ) Using diagonal cutters, cut the 6-lug terminal strip (with one mounting foot) at the location shown in the Pictorial. Discard the cutoff section.

( ) Mount the prepared 5-lug terminal strip and the “free” end of the 6-lug terminal strip at D with 6-32 × 3/8" hardware.

( ) Tighten the hardware at C and D.
CAUTION: When you remove the insulation from the end of each transformer lead, hold the lead between the transformer and the lead end. Otherwise, you may pull the lead out of the transformer.

Refer to Detail 2-1D and cut the power transformer leads to the indicated lengths. Measure the leads from where they exit the transformer body. Then remove 3/8" of insulation from the end of each lead.

Mount the transformer to the chassis at T101 with 6-32 x 3/8" hardware. Be sure the red leads coming from the transformer are toward rotary switch SW102 as shown in the Pictorial.

Refer to Pictorial 2-2 (Illustration Booklet, Page 4) for the following steps.

NOTE: When a step directs you to prepare the end(s) of a stranded wire (or lead), first cut the wire to the indicated length and remove the indicated amount of insulation from the wire end. Tightly twist together the fine strands at the end of the wire. Then melt a small amount of solder on the wire end to hold the strands together.

Refer to Detail 2-2A and use the following procedure to prepare the free end of the line cord:

1. Separate the three line cord leads for a length of 3-3/4", if this has not already been done.

2. Cut the free end of both the ribbed and the smooth line cord leads to 3-1/4". Do NOT cut the middle line cord lead.

3. Remove 3/8" of insulation from the end of each line cord lead and prepare the ends.
Refer to Detail 2-2B and use the following procedure to secure the strain relief and line cord to the rear panel at F:

1. Refer to Part A of the Detail and place a strain relief over the line cord as shown.

2. Refer to Part B of the Detail and, from the outside of the rear panel, pass the free end of the line cord through hole F. Using gas pliers, squeeze the two segments of the strain relief firmly together to fit the chassis hole.

3. Refer to Part C of the Detail and insert the end of the strain relief into the hole.

NOTES:

1. Refer to inset drawing #1 on Pictorial 2-2 when you are directed to make a mechanically secure connection.

2. In the following steps, (NS) means not to solder the connection because you will add other wires later. “S” with a number, such as (S-3), means to solder the connection. The number following the “S” tells how many wires should be at the connection. This helps you check your work for errors as you assemble the kit.

Connect the line cord leads as follows. Be sure to make mechanically secure connections.

- Green lead to solder lug A (S-1). Do not shorten this wire.
- Ribbed lead to terminal strip TS1 lug 5 (NS).
- Smooth lead to terminal strip TS1 lug 4 (NS).
- Long black lead to terminal strip TS1 lug 5 (NS).
- Short black lead to slide switch SW101 lug 4 (S-1).
- Bottom red lead to terminal strip TS2 lug 2 (NS).
- Top red lead to terminal strip TS2 lug 3 (NS).
- Prepare the following wires (remove 1/4” of insulation from each end):
  6” white
  3-1/2” orange solid
  1-3/4” orange solid
  2-1/2” orange solid
  3-1/4” orange solid
( ) Connect a 6" white wire from slide switch SW101 lug 5 (S-1) to terminal strip TS1 lug 2 (S-1).

( ) Connect a 3-1/2" orange solid wire from rotary switch SW102 lug 2 (S-1) to terminal strip TS2 lug 4 (NS).

( ) Connect a 1-3/4" orange solid wire from rotary switch SW102 lug 3 (S-1) to terminal strip TS2 lug 1 (NS).

( ) Connect a 2-1/2" orange solid wire from rotary switch SW102 lug 4 (S-1) to terminal strip TS2 lug 3 (NS).

( ) Connect a 3-1/4" orange solid wire from rotary switch SW102 lug A (S-1) to terminal strip TS3 lug 2 (NS).

NOTE: When you prepare wires in the following step, first cut each wire to the length called for and remove 1/8" of insulation from one end. Twist together the ends of each wire and apply a thin film of solder to hold the fine wire strands together. Then remove 1/4" of insulation from the other end of each wire, twist the ends and apply solder.

( ) Prepare the following wires:

6" black

6" orange stranded

Refer to Detail 2-2C while you perform the next three steps.

( ) 1. Solder a spring connector onto only the 1/8" end of each wire.

( ) 2. Position a 2-pin socket shell with the slots up as shown. Position the spring connectors on the prepared 6" wires so the tabs are up as shown. Then push the spring connectors into the socket shell until they lock into place as follows:

Black wire into hole 1

Orange wire into hole 2

( ) 3. Twist the black and orange wires together for a length of 4".

( ) Connect the free end of each 6" wire to terminal strip TS2 as follows:

Black wire to lug 2 (S-2).

Orange wire to lug 5 (NS).

Detail 2-2C
Refer to inset drawing #2 on Pictorial 2-2 while you perform the next four steps.

1. C103: Cut each lead of a 4700pF ceramic capacitor to 1/2". Then connect the capacitor between terminal strip TS1 lugs 3 (NS) and 4 (NS).

2. C102: Cut each lead of a 4700pF ceramic capacitor to 1/2". Then connect the capacitor between terminal strip TS1 lugs 4 (NS) and 5 (NS).

3. Cut two 1/2" lengths of black sleeving.

4. C101: Cut each lead of a 4700pF ceramic capacitor to 3/4". Then place a 1/2" length of black sleeving over each lead. Connect the capacitor between terminal strip TS1 lugs 3 (NS) and 5 (S-4).

5. R101: Cut each lead of a 2.2 MΩ resistor to 3/4". Then connect the resistor between terminal strip TS1 lugs 3(S-3) and 4(S-4).

D103: Connect the lead at the banded end of a 1N2071 diode (#57-27) to terminal strip TS2 lug 3 (NS). Connect the other lead of the diode to terminal strip TS2 lug 1 (S-2).

D102: Cut each lead of a 1N2071 diode (#57-27) to 1/2". Then connect the lead at the banded end of the diode to terminal strip TS2 lug 4 (S-2). Connect the other lead of the diode to terminal strip TS2 lug 3 (NS).

R102: Connect an 1800 Ω resistor (brn-gry-red) between terminal strip TS2 lugs 3 (S-5) and 5 (S-2).

Refer to inset drawing #3 on Pictorial 2-2 while you perform the next two steps.

NOTE: When you connect capacitors to the eyelets of terminal strip TS3 in the following steps, bend the leads over sharply on the opposite side of the terminal strip as shown in Pictorial 2-2. This will help make a mechanically secure connection.

C104: Cut each lead of a .001 μF ceramic capacitor to 3/8". Then connect the capacitor between eyelets 1 (S-1) and 2 (S-1) of terminal strip TS3.

C105: Cut each lead of a .001 μF ceramic capacitor to 3/8". Then connect the capacitor between eyelets 5 (S-1) and 6 (S-1) of terminal strip TS3.

NOTE: In the following steps, the solder instructions will not include any leads that are already soldered to the eyelets of terminal strip TS3.

L101: Cut each lead of an 8.48 μH RF choke (#45-6) to 3/4". Then connect the choke between terminal strip TS3 lugs 2 (S-2) and 5 (NS).

Cut a 3/4" length of black sleeving.

NOTE: Where a lead passes through a connection and then goes to another point, as in the following step, it will count as two wires in the solder instructions (S-2). In this instance, one lead is entering while the same lead is leaving the connection. Be especially careful that you apply enough solder and heat when soldering these “through wires.”

L102: Place a 3/4" length of black sleeving over one lead of a 1 mH RF choke (#45-4). Then connect the lead with the sleeving through lug 4 (S-2) to lug 3 (NS) of terminal strip TS3. Cut the free end of the choke to 1-1/4" and connect it to coaxial jack J102 lug 1 (NS).

R103: Cut each lead of a 75 Ω, 5-watt, wire-wound resistor to 3/4". Then connect the resistor between terminal strip TS3 lugs 3 (S-2) and 5 (S-2).

Cut two 1/2" lengths of black sleeving.

Cut each lead of two .02 μF ceramic capacitors to 1".

Refer to inset drawing #4 on Pictorial 2-2 and place two 1/2" lengths of black sleeving over the leads of the two .02 μF ceramic capacitors as shown.

C106, C107: Connect the two .02 μF ceramic capacitors between coaxial sockets J101 lug 1 (S-2) and J102 lug 1 (S-3). Position the capacitors at least 1 1/4" away from the chassis bottom and as shown in the Pictorial.
( ) Refer to Detail 2-2D and, using a pair of scissors or a knife, cut the 1-1/2" of clear tubing as shown.

( ) Place the prepared tubing over the 1/8-ampere fuse. Then mount the fuse with tubing in the fuse clips on terminal strip TS1.

( ) Write the following information on the fuse label:

"1/8-ampere, 3AG, slow-blow"

( ) Remove the backing paper from the fuse label. Then press the label onto the inside of the rear panel at the location shown.

( ) S101: Position the 2-pin socket with the slots down next to the leads of LED D101. Then push the socket all the way onto the leads of the LED.

This completes the “Step-by-Step Assembly” of your Remote Coax Switch. Shake out any loose pieces of wire and solder. Then proceed to “Initial Tests.”
INITIAL TESTS

In this section of the Manual, you will perform certain tests to verify that your Remote Coax Switch operates properly. If you do not obtain the correct results in any of the following tests, refer to the "Possible Cause of Trouble" column, or the "In Case of Difficulty" section on Page 28, and correct the problem before you continue.

PRIMARY WIRING TESTS

IMPORTANT: A wiring error in the primary wiring circuit (line cord, power switch, etc.) of your kit could cause you to receive a severe electrical shock. These "Primary Wiring Tests" will help you eliminate any such wiring errors that may exist.

Refer to Pictorial 3-1 (Illustration Booklet, Page 5) for the locations of the "test points" called out in the following steps.

( ) Be sure the line cord plug is not connected to an AC outlet.

( ) Be sure the front panel POWER OFF/ON switch is set to the OFF position.

( ) Turn the ANTENNA switch to the 2 position.

NOTE: If you do not have an ohmmeter, carefully check the line cord, switch SW101, terminal strip TS1, and transformer wiring against the wiring shown in Pictorial 2-2. Make sure there are no fine strands of wire or solder globs touching adjacent terminals on the control chassis. If you have an ohmmeter, perform the following resistance measurements. NOTE: You will be instructed to connect one of the ohmmeter leads to ground. You may use terminal strip TS3 lug 1 for this.

( ) Turn on your ohmmeter and allow it to warm up, if necessary.

( ) Set the ohmmeter to its R × 10 range.

NOTE: If you do not get the proper reading in any of the following steps, reverse the meter leads; then repeat the step.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>METER CONNECTIONS</th>
<th>METER READING</th>
<th>POSSIBLE CAUSE OF TROUBLE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>POSITIVE LEAD</strong></td>
<td><strong>COMMON LEAD</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Either flat prong of the line cord plug. | Ground. | INFINITE with POWER switch ON or OFF. | A. Wiring of switch SW101.  
B. Wiring of transformer T101. |
| Other flat prong of the line cord plug. | Ground. | INFINITE with POWER switch ON or OFF. | A. Wiring of switch SW101.  
B. Wiring of transformer T101. |
| Round prong of the line cord plug. | Ground. | 0 Ω with the POWER switch ON or OFF. | A. Center wire not connected from line cord to solder lug A. See Pictorial 2-2 (Illustration Booklet, Page 4). |
| Either flat prong of the line cord plug. | Other flat prong. | INFINITE with POWER switch OFF. | A. Wiring of switch SW101.  
B. Wiring of transformer T101. |
| Either flat prong of the line cord plug. | Other flat prong. | 50-100 Ω with POWER switch ON. | A. Wiring of switch SW101.  
B. Wiring of transformer T101. |
POWER ON TESTS

CAUTION: When the line cord plug is connected to an AC outlet, AC voltage will be present at several places on the control unit, as shown in Pictorial 3-1 (Illustration Booklet, Page 5). Be careful that you do not contact this voltage because an electrical shock will result.

NOTE: A DC voltmeter is required for the following tests. You may use a VOM (volt-ohmmeter), a VTVM (vacuum-tube voltmeter), or a DMM (Digital Multimeter).

Refer to Pictorial 3-1 (Illustration Booklet, Page 5) for the following steps.

NOTES:

1. If you fail to obtain the desired readings in any of the following steps, set the POWER switch to OFF. Then refer to the “In Case of Difficulty” section on Page 28 of this Manual.

2. Set your voltmeter to the proper AC or DC range to obtain meaningful readings in the following steps. Be sure to switch your voltmeter leads or voltmeter polarity switch to check for negative (−) voltages.

3. All voltages measurements were taken with a VTVM. The readings that you get should be within 10% of those indicated in the steps.

( ) Turn on your voltmeter and allow it to warm up, if necessary.

( ) Position the control unit as shown in the Pictorial.

( ) Turn the ANTENNA switch to the 1 position.

( ) Temporarily connect a length of coaxial cable, with a PL-259 connector on each end, between the ANTENNA jack (J102) on the control unit and the IN jack (J5) on the remote unit.

( ) Be sure the POWER OFF/ON switch is set to the OFF position.

( ) Connect the line cord plug to a 120 VAC outlet.

( ) Connect the common (negative) lead of your DC voltmeter to terminal strip TS3 lug 1. CAUTION: Make sure this lead does not accidentally touch any of the lugs on terminal strip TS1, as the AC line voltage is present on some of these lugs.

( ) Set the POWER switch to the ON position. The front panel LED lamp should light. Neither of the two relays (RY1 or RY2) in the remote unit should click (activate).

NOTE: In the following steps, you will measure the voltage at the center pin of the control unit’s ANTENNA jack for each of the four positions of the ANTENNA switch. Touch the test probe to this center pin for each of the four measurements.

( ) Touch the test probe of your voltmeter to the center pin on the control unit’s ANTENNA jack (J102). The meter should indicate 0 volt. Neither of the two relays (RY1 and RY2) should click.

( ) Turn the ANTENNA switch to the 2 position. The meter should indicate +20 volts. Only relay RY2 should activate, while relay RY1 remains deactivated.

( ) Turn the ANTENNA switch to the 3 position. The meter should indicate −20 volts. Only relay RY1 should activate, while relay RY2 should deactivate.

( ) Turn the ANTENNA switch to the 4 position. The meter should indicate 22 volts AC. Relay RY2 should activate, while relay RY1 remains activated.

( ) Disconnect the voltmeter leads from the control unit.

( ) Set the POWER switch to the OFF position.

( ) Disconnect the line cord plug from the AC outlet.

This completes the “Initial Tests.” Proceed to “Final Assembly.”
FINAL ASSEMBLY

Refer to Pictorial 4-1 (Illustration Booklet, Page 6) for the following steps.

( ) Position the cabinet top onto the control chassis as shown in Part A of Pictorial 4-1. Then use four #6 × 3/8" sheet metal screws to secure the cabinet top to the control chassis.

( ) Remove the hardware that secures the five coaxial jacks to the remote chassis. Then temporarily remove the circuit board assembly from the chassis. Set the hardware and circuit board assembly aside until they are called for in a step.

NOTE: When you are directed to apply silicone cement to the remote chassis in the following steps, be sure you use only a thin bead of the cement. If you use too much, the excess will leak onto adjacent areas of the chassis as you tighten the hardware for the coaxial jacks.

( ) Refer to Part B of Pictorial 4-1 and apply a thin bead of silicone cement around the edge of each of the five “D”-shaped holes in the remote chassis.

( ) Carefully remount the circuit board assembly onto the remote chassis. Secure the assembly with the hardware you removed from the coaxial jacks earlier.

( ) Again refer to Part B of Pictorial 4-1 and apply a thin bead of silicone cement in line with the mounting holes all the way around the top surface of the remote chassis as shown. Then apply an additional bead of silicone cement at each of the four corners on the top surface of the chassis.

( ) Again refer to Part B of Pictorial 4-1 and position the plastic housing over the remote chassis so the holes in the flange of the housing line up with the corresponding holes in the remote chassis; then place the housing on the remote chassis as shown. Use eight #6 × 3/8" sheet metal screws to secure the housing to the chassis.

This completes the “Final Assembly.” Proceed to “Installation.”
INSTALLATION

This section of the Manual gives you general information for mounting and connecting the remote unit. Your installation may vary to suit your particular requirements.

MOUNTING INSTRUCTIONS

You should mount the remote unit on an existing tower or mast. The mounting hardware supplied will accept a tubular mast with a maximum diameter of 1-1/2". We recommend that you do not install the remote unit on a chimney-mounted mast because of possible future damage to it by corrosive fumes from the chimney.

NOTE: Be sure you set the POWER OFF-ON switch of the Control Unit to the OFF position before you connect any cables to or disconnect any cables from the Control Unit or Remote Unit.

Refer to Pictorial 5-1 (Illustration Booklet, Page 6), which shows two suggested mounting methods, for the following steps.

( ) Open the bag containing the mounting hardware for the remote unit. Then refer to Detail 5-1A and mount the remote unit to the tower leg or mast as shown.

( ) Connect your station feedline to coaxial jack J5 (IN).

( ) Connect the feedline from each of your antennas to coaxial jacks J1 through J4. Be sure you note which antenna is connected to each jack.

( ) Install protective caps on any unused coaxial jacks. See the inset drawing on Detail 5-1A.
OPERATION

Refer to Pictorial 6-1 as you read the following information.

Each of the four switch positions has a number within a circle on the front of the control unit. Also, a separate label set has been provided so, if you wish, you can place any of the numbers or symbols from the label set over the circles on the front of the control unit.

To operate the Remote Coax Switch, simply follow this procedure:

1. Push POWER switch SW101 to ON. LED D101 on the front panel will light.

2. Select the desired antenna by turning rotary switch SW102 to the proper position.

3. NOTE: When POWER switch SW101 is in the OFF position, the remote unit automatically selects the antenna connected to coaxial jack J1 (antenna #1). Be sure to keep this in mind when you are transmitting.

4. Do NOT switch antennas while RF power is being applied to the Remote Coax switch.
IN CASE OF DIFFICULTY

NOTE: It is important that you read the entire “General Troubleshooting Information,” which follows, before you attempt to service your Remote Coax Switch.

This section of the Manual is divided into two parts. The first part, titled “General Troubleshooting Information,” describes what to do about the difficulties that may occur right after your Remote Coax Switch is assembled.

The second section, titled “Troubleshooting Chart,” is provided to assist you in servicing the Remote Coax Switch if the “General Troubleshooting Information” fails to clear up the problem, or if difficulties occur after your Remote Coax Switch has been in use for some time. The “Troubleshooting Chart” lists a number of possible difficulties that could arise along with several possible solutions to those difficulties. Refer to the “Circuit Board X-Ray View” on Page 33 for the physical location of parts on the circuit board.

GENERAL TROUBLESHOOTING INFORMATION

1. Recheck the wiring. Trace each lead with a colored pencil as you check it. It is frequently helpful to have a friend check your work. Someone who is not familiar with the unit may notice something consistently overlooked by the kit builder.

2. About 90% of the kits that are returned to the Heath Company for service do not function properly due to poor connections and soldering. Therefore, you can eliminate many troubles by checking all connections to make sure that they are soldered correctly. Reheat the connections, if necessary, but be careful so you do not create any solder bridges.

3. Check the values of all the parts. Be sure that the proper part has been installed at each location on the circuit board. Refer to the “Circuit Board X-Ray View” for the physical location of parts on the circuit board.

4. Be sure that all the wires and leads have been trimmed as close as possible to their connecting points.

5. Check for bits of solder, wire ends, or other foreign matter which may be lodged in the wiring or in the components on the circuit board.

6. Check very carefully to be sure there are no solder bridges between different circuit board foils. If you are not sure a solder bridge exists, compare the circuit board foil with the “Circuit Board X-Ray View.” Remove any solder bridges by turning the circuit board foil-side down and holding a clean, hot soldering iron tip between the two points that are bridged until the excess solder flows down onto the tip.

If you still cannot locate and correct the trouble after you have completed the checks listed above, and if a voltmeter is available, check the voltages in the Remote Coax Switch against the Schematic. A review of the “Circuit Description” and Schematic may also help you to locate any difficulties in the kit.

In an extreme case where you are unable to resolve a difficulty, refer to the “Customer Service” information inside the rear cover of this Manual. Your Warranty is located inside the front cover.
# Troubleshooting Chart

This chart lists the condition and possible causes of several malfunctions. If a particular part is mentioned (D1, for example) as a possible cause, check that part to see if it was installed correctly. Also, check it and the parts connected to it for poor connections. It is also possible, on rare occasions, for a part to be faulty and require replacement.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CONDITION</th>
<th>POSSIBLE CAUSE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Coax Switch completely inoperative; LED D101 is not lit (RF power is applied to ANT #1 only). | 1. Fuse F101.  
2. Power supply wiring.                                              |
| Coax Switch operative; LED D101 is lit. However, RF power is applied to ANT #1 only. | 1. Chokes L101 or L102.  
2. Resistor R103.  
NOTE: Check for the proper voltage at TP101 (See the Schematic Diagram). |
| The selected antenna does not correspond with the correct setting of ANTENNA switch SW102. | 1. Diodes D102 or D103.  
2. Relays RY1 or RY2.  
NOTE: Check for the proper voltage at TP101 and the center lug of J5. |
# SPECIFICATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specification</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frequency Operating Range</td>
<td>1.8 to 54 MHz.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loss at 54 MHz</td>
<td>Less than .2dB.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VSWR</td>
<td>1.15:1 or less (below 30 MHz).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impedance</td>
<td>50-75 ohms.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power Handling Capability</td>
<td>2000 watts PEP.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature Range</td>
<td>$-40 , ^\circ F$ to $+177 , ^\circ F$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>($-40 , ^\circ C$ to $+80 , ^\circ C$).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Ports</td>
<td>4.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power Requirements</td>
<td>7.5 watts @ 120 VAC, 50/60 Hz.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dimensions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remote Unit</td>
<td>7-3/8&quot; H x 8-3/8&quot; W x 4-7/16&quot; D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(18.7 x 21.3 x 11.3 cm).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control Unit</td>
<td>2-5/8&quot; H x 5-1/2&quot; W x 7-1/2&quot; D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(6.7 x 14.0 x 19.1 cm).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net Weight</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remote Unit</td>
<td>1.5 lbs (.7 kg).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control Unit</td>
<td>1.9 lbs (.9 kg).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Heath Company reserves the right to discontinue products and to change specifications at any time without incurring any obligation to incorporate new features in products previously sold.
CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION

Refer to the Schematic and the Block Diagram (Illustration Booklet, Page 7) as you read the following description.

The 120 VAC line voltage is applied through fuse F101 and power OFF-ON switch SW101 to the primary winding of power transformer T101. Antenna switch SW102 selects a specific AC or DC voltage level for each of its four positions. The following paragraphs explain the mode of operation for each of these four switch positions.

In position 1, no voltage is applied to the remote unit, which normally feeds the RF signal through relay RY1 lugs 6 and 2, and then through relay RY2 lugs 5 and 1 to antenna jack J1 (ANT 1).

In position 2, the AC voltage across the secondary winding of T101 is rectified by diode D103 to produce a positive voltage. This DC voltage forward biases diode D1 and energizes relay RY2. This allows the RF signal to be fed through RY2 lugs 5 and 3 to antenna jack J2 (ANT 2). At this time, diode D2 is reverse biased and relay RY1 remains de-energized.

In position 3, the AC voltage across the secondary winding of T101 is rectified by diode D102 to produce a negative voltage. This DC voltage forward biases diode D2 and energizes relay RY1. This allows the RF signal to be fed through relay RY1 lugs 6 and 4, and then through relay RY2 lugs 6 and 2 to antenna jack J3 (ANT 3). At this time, diode D1 is reverse biased and relay RY2 remains de-energized.

In position 4, the AC voltage across the secondary winding of T101 is rectified by both diodes D1 and D2, causing both relays RY1 and RY2 to energize. This allows the RF signal to be fed through relay RY1 lugs 6 and 4, and then through relay RY2 lugs 6 and 4 to antenna jack J4 (ANT 4).

Inductors L1, L101, and L102 serve to block RF from the DC switching lines. Capacitors C1, C106, and C107 prevent DC voltages from entering the transmitter and antenna lines. Inductor L101 and capacitors C104 and C105 make up a filter to help attenuate any low frequency RF that may be present at this point in the circuit.

Capacitors C4 and C6 in the remote unit serve to prevent relay chatter by filtering the voltages. Resistors R1, R2, R4, and R5 help bleed off any static charges that may be present on the respective antennas.

Capacitors C3 and C5 in the remote unit are used to maintain low insertion losses at higher operating frequencies.
## SEMICONDUCTOR IDENTIFICATION CHART

### DIODES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CIRCUIT COMPONENT NUMBER</th>
<th>HEATH PART NUMBER</th>
<th>MAY BE REPLACED WITH</th>
<th>IDENTIFICATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D1, D2</td>
<td>57-27</td>
<td>1N2071</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D102, D103</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D101</td>
<td>412-633</td>
<td>LED (Light-emitting diode)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Diagram:**
- **Banded End (Cathode):** The banded end of diodes can be marked in a number of ways.
- **Red** and **Flat or Notch** indicate the diode's characteristics.
- **Cathode** (shorter lead) is designated for identification.

---

**Important:** The banded end of diodes can be marked in a number of ways.
CIRCUIT BOARD X-RAY VIEW

NOTE: To find the PART NUMBER of a component for the purpose of ordering a replacement part:

A. Find the circuit component number (C1, R3, etc) on the X-Ray View.

B. Locate this same number in the "Circuit Component Number" column of the "Parts List" (beginning on Page 0).

C. Adjacent to the circuit component number, you will find the PART NUMBER and DESCRIPTION, which must be supplied when you order a replacement part.

(Shown from the component side. The foil on the component side is shown in red.)
PARTS PICTORIAL (Cont'd.)

Heathkit
MODEL SERIES NO.

PICTORIAL 1-1
PICTORIAL 4-1

PICTORIAL 5-1
SCHEMATIC OF THE HEATHKIT® REMOTE COAX SWITCH Model HD-1481

NOTES:
1. RESISTORS ARE 1/2-WATT, 5% UNLESS MARKED OTHERWISE. RESISTOR VALUES ARE IN OHMS (K=1,000; M=1,000,000).
2. ALL CAPACITOR VALUES ARE IN uF (MICROFARADS) UNLESS MARKED IN pF (PICOFARADS).
3. ▼ INDICATES A CIRCUIT BOARD GROUND.
4. ■ INDICATES A CHASSIS GROUND.
5. PARTS IN THE SHADED AREAS ARE CRITICAL TO CONTINUED SAFETY. REPLACE ONLY WITH THE SAME RATED PART, OR WITH THE CORRECT HEATH COMPANY PART.